TRUMP PREPARES TO
PARDON MASSIVE TAX
CHEAT PAUL MANAFORT
WHILE CLAIMING THAT
SUSPECTED MIDSCALE
TAX CHEAT HUNTER
BIDEN DISQUALIFIES JOE
Poor Glenn Greenwald. After news broke that
Hunter Biden was under investigation for things
that have nothing to do with the allegations
Rudy Giuliani was pressing from a laptop
purportedly left at a repair office, Glenn wrote
a post (purportedly unlocked, though it’s not)
claiming that everyone who had said Rudy’s
attempts to float claims from the Biden laptop
was Russian disinformation had been proven
wrong.
Since then, Donald Trump himself connected the
investigation to his call to Volodymyr
Zelenskyy, part of Rudy’s work with a bunch of
Russian-backed Ukrainians — at least one of whom
has since been sanctioned by the Trump Treasury
Department as a Russian agent — to dig up dirt
on Hunter Biden.

And the NYT published a story that revealed that
the Pittsburgh US Attorney’s office — set up to
vet the crap coming from Rudy because of his and
therefore its ties to Russian agents — got the
laptop.
Even worse for Glenn, the story revealed that
those agents being run by a hyper-political US

Attorney examined the laptop and found nothing.
The F.B.I. viewed the investigative
steps into Mr. Biden that Mr. Brady
sought as unwarranted because the
Delaware inquiry involving money
laundering had fizzled out and because
they were skeptical of Mr. Giuliani’s
material. For example, they had already
examined a laptop owned by Mr. Biden and
an external hard drive that had been
abandoned at a computer store in
Wilmington and found nothing to advance
the inquiry.

In other words, people with subpoena power,
under pressure to find something incriminating
against Hunter Biden in the laptop that Glenn
demanded the press drop everything to focus on,
had nothing of real investigative interest on
it. The DE investigation purportedly comes from
normal channels, like Suspicious Activity
Reports and divorce proceedings. Importantly,
every report thus far say the investigation
doesn’t implicate the President-Elect, the key
thing those waggling the laptop tried to claim.
Which was part of the point of it being
disinformation: Stupid people could and did take
things out of context and insinuate something
nefarious was going on without evidence that it
was, all because some of the emails on the
laptop were “authentic.”
Meanwhile, the DE US Attorney’s office has
actually been investigating Hunter Biden for
longer than the entire Mueller investigation, at
least two full years. They have reportedly ruled
out a money laundering case but are now
scrutinizing the younger Biden for tax crimes.
In 2018, the F.B.I. and the U.S.
attorney’s office in Wilmington, Del.,
quietly began investigating whether
Hunter Biden had violated money
laundering laws, according to people
with knowledge of the inquiry.

Investigators eventually determined that
the money laundering aspect of the
Hunter Biden inquiry was not going to
lead to charges. But they had discovered
potential tax law violations and felt
they had the makings of a strong tax
case against him, according to several
people familiar with the matter. The
inquiry came to involve I.R.S. agents.

Donald Trump is taking the report that the
original US Attorney’s office investigating the
President-Elect’s son, in Delaware, has focused
on tax crimes after ruling out money laundering
as proof that the entire Biden Administration
will be brought down by the legal troubles of
someone who will not be given a nepotism
appointment in the White House.

Donald Trump almost certainly will, sometime
over the next 38 days, pardon his former
campaign manager, Paul Manafort, for crimes
involving both money laundering and tax crimes.
Paulie’s crimes were at least one order of
magnitude bigger than the ones for which Hunter
Biden is being investigated (and Biden seems to
believe he told his tax advisors honestly what
he had earned, which Paulie was shown not to
have at trial).
In other words, over the next several weeks,
Trump will pardon Paulie for a crime far larger
than the ones that — he claims — are of a
magnitude that should disqualify someone not
named Hunter Biden.
That’s worth keeping in mind in the days ahead.

